
New Mailing List Website with fresh vacation
and travel leads to offer clients, American
Owned  Disabled Veteran Company

RED HOT Travel Leads for ALL COUNTRIES

Cruise Travel Leads

The travel industry is typically a vibrant and

robust market for America and the rest of the

world.  Timing is crucial in reaching the public

that are traveling

LAS VEGAS, NV, US, August 24, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sprint Data Solutions

Worldwide Marketing is opening its doors

to the travel industry and the many

associated businesses in it that take part in

this broad market. These vacation travel

leads are just a fraction of the company’s

data, such as business postal mailing lists

that allow companies to reach out to the

specific demographics they want and enjoy

a higher level of engagement and response

thanks to the targeted marketing.

For companies that want to focus

specifically on members of the general

public with an active interest in travel-

related products and services, a consumer

postal mailing list carefully analyzed around

customer interests, as well as other specific

demographic information, can make a big

difference to business growth.

A Time For Planning

The current market climate for travel is a

challenging one. Around the world, tourism has dropped by significant, measurable levels due to

the ongoing effects of the COVID-19 global pandemic. Even citizens of the United States find

themselves in the unusual situation of not always being approved for travel to other countries

like Canada because they are American passport holders. It is an unprecedented situation for

http://www.einpresswire.com


many industries, including the travel industry.

However, a depressed travel market is not a dead one. For those businesses with the resources

to weather the storm, this presents new opportunities. Travel does still occur, even now, and

once restrictions lift, and the COVID-19 pandemic is in the past, large scale travel will resume

again. For those companies that can plan ahead, this is a chance to take stock of resources and

conceptualize the marketing strategies to reach out to those people still able—or required

to—travel in the current circumstances, as well as those that will be ready to treat themselves to

a vacation once the situation permits it. There are so many different businesses, products, and

services associated with the travel industry that vacation travel leads have a broad range.

The Travel Industry

The travel industry is a broad “umbrella term” for many different services and products that

focus on getting customers to various destinations. For some, part of this industry is

accommodations, such as the many hotels, or even crowd-sourced temporary-stay solutions,

such as Air BnB, that make up a thriving business of providing safe-shelter for travelers. For

others, transportation may be the prime focus, such as large recreation-al vehicles for families,

especially retired ones.

The many areas of travel call for different businesses to step in at different times, for different

situations. Be-cause of so many travel destinations and circumstances, vacation travel leads

spans a huge demographic range. The best way to a travel industry-related business is to know

which consumers most benefit from what that company offers, and then target them specifically.

The marketing and promotion, when relevant to a specific consumer’s interest, results in a

higher chance of response. Some demographics in these vacation travel leads include: 

Cruise Travel Leads

There’s still an enormous amount of convenience and appeal to the general public in the cruise

ship vacation. Many people still show an active interest in cruise vacations, which is why cruise

travel leads, when provided, tend to get a lot of response. This is one industry that is destined to

bounce back in a big away once travel restrictions loosen.

Timeshare Owners

Timeshare is a concept where people who are otherwise unable to purchase a property on their

own pool together with others. An agreement is created where the part-owners can use the

property at their “designated time.” Timeshare properties are all over America and the world,

creating a market with some predictability as timeshare owners will regularly return to the area

where they own property. Different types of products and services, such as home maintenance,

for example, may be required when the property isn’t in use.

Vacation Club Members Travel Leads

A successor to the timeshare concept, the vacation club takes the idea of shared property and

puts a larger, multi-national corporate spin on the concept with more features. Rather than



contribute money directly into a single property, that a group of people shares, a vacation club is

an ongoing membership. As long as members continue to pay in, they get access to specific

vacation packages, discounts, and unique accommodations at different destinations. Vacation

club leads are a ripe environment for marketing and promotion.

International Travel Leads

While traveling within America is popular, there’s a whole world of other food, history, and

culture to experience. International travel is always going to be a popular choice for some, as

great cities of the world like London, Paris, and Tokyo must be visited to be properly

experienced. Different industries, from guest accommodation to luggage to the food & beverage

industry, can all benefit from marketing directly to international travel leads.

Frequent Business Travelers

In the current climate, this likely makes up the bulk of actual travel around the world today.

While some are no longer traveling because a vacation is a luxury, not a necessity, for some, this

is not an option. Business travelers must, for various reasons, still trot the globe, and thus pay

special attention to markets and promotions that are relevant to their destination and lifestyle.

Ready To Help

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has a vast list of vacation leads that will help to

generate more interest and more business when the time is right. For businesses that are

already thinking about marketing mate-rials, the company can also help here with turnkey direct

mail solutions, that guide clients through every step of the direct mail process, from planning, to

design, to printing and finally distribution.

Just contact Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing. You’re supporting an American

company owned and operated by a disabled veteran.

Patrick Trump

Sprint Data Solutions

+1 702-472-8668

email us here
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